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Like the Nile, this book had several distinct points of origin and had to travel some considerable distance before it assumed a recognizable form. Like the Nile, in the final reckoning, it proved to be rather longer than anyone was expecting. On the simplest level, the project was an attempt to expand and develop some of the ideas laid down in my first bookan examination of the importance of 'historical' texts to the dissemination of 'geographical' ideas in the middle centuries of the first millennium CE. Where that study sought to show how important historical narratives were in shaping ancient assumptions about the wider world, I hoped that my next study would cast the net rather wider and approach similar questions by considering a whole range of different media. Flush with post-doctoral pride (and buoyed by the support of more than one funding body), I felt confident that the project would be a manageable one. But research projects are rarely so simple. Having chosen the River Nile as an appropriate object of study, two things rapidly became apparent to me: first that the later Republic and early empire would provide the most fruitful area for exploration, thanks to the sheer proliferation of different Niles that flowed through those troubled decades; and second that I was poorly equipped to stray into such a well-populated field of scholarship. As the project developed, these feelings intensified, even as the implications of the research became more intriguing. I slowly became aware of source materials that I hadn't considered, and vast scholarly traditions that I hadn't fully appreciated, while new publications presented a wealth of thought-provoking perspectives on all of this material. It was only through extensive conversation and collaboration with many colleagues and friends that these challenges were overcome and my unseemly post-doctoral hubris was transformed into something like a finished book.
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